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Summary. The relative frailty variance among survivors provides a readily inter-

pretable measure of how the heterogeneity of a population, as represented by a frailty

model, evolves over time. We discuss the properties of the relative frailty variance, show

that it characterizes frailty distributions, and that, suitably rescaled, it may be used to

compare patterns of dependence across models and data sets. In shared frailty models,

the relative frailty variance is closely related to the cross-ratio function, which is estimable

from bivariate survival data. We investigate the possible shapes of the relative frailty vari-

ance function for the purpose of model selection, and review available frailty distribution

families in this context. We introduce several new families with contrasting properties,

including simple but flexible time-varying frailty models. The benefits of the approach

we propose are illustrated with two applications to bivariate current status data obtained

from serological surveys.

Keywords : Cross-ratio function; Cure model; Current status data; Frailty; Heterogene-

ity; Relative frailty variance; Shared frailty model; Survival data; Time-varying frailty.
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1 Introduction

Hougaard (1984) remarked that survival models with Gamma and inverse Gaussian frail-

ties behave very differently, noting that the relative frailty distribution among survivors

is independent of age for the Gamma, but becomes more homogeneous with time for the

inverse Gaussian. Since this seminal paper other frailty distributions have been suggested,

notably the power variance family (Hougaard 2000), which contains members whose rel-

ative frailty distribution in survivors becomes less homogeneous with time (Aalen et al.

2008).

The present paper takes as its focus the relative frailty distribution in survivors, con-

centrating on the variance of that distribution and how it evolves over time. Its varied

behaviour suggests that it should have a role to play in identifying suitable frailty models,

provided sufficient information to identify it is available. This is typically the case for

bivariate survival data arising from a shared frailty model, studied by Oakes (1989). In

such models, the cross-ratio function (Clayton 1978) may be estimated; it turns out to

have a close relationship with the relative frailty variance.

In Section 2 the relative frailty variance is defined and related to the cross-ratio func-

tion from shared frailty models. In Section 3, the functional form of the relative frailty

variance function is investigated and two families it characterizes are studied. In Section 4

further frailty models are presented, and some properties of the relative variance function,

notably for a class of frailty cure models (Aalen et al. 2008), are obtained. Some models

involving time-varying frailties are discussed in Section 5. Then in Section 6, two exam-

ples are presented of how the relative frailty variance can be used in practice. Technical

proofs are given in the Appendix.

2 The relative frailty variance

2.1 The relative frailty distribution

Suppose that the random variable T denotes an individual’s time to event from some time

origin T = 0, and that U is a non-negative random variable. We shall assume for the
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time being that U has finite mean and variance, with E(U) = µ, and consider the frailty

model for T specified by the hazard function

λ(t;U) = Uλ(t),

where λ(t) is the baseline hazard.

Consider now an individual with frailty U who survives to time t, that is, for whom

T > t. This individual’s hazard may be expressed as

λ(t;U) = Ut × λ(t|T > t),

where

Ut =
U

E(U |T > t)

and

λ(t|T > t) = E(U |T > t)λ(t).

This defines a frailty model in the selected population of survivors at time t, with frailty

Ut and baseline hazard λ(t|T > t). The distribution of the frailty in survivors was first

investigated by Hougaard (1984). The mean of Ut conditional on T > t is 1. Note that

the frailty Ut is defined relative to the original frailty U by dividing it by its conditional

mean; in particular, U0 = U/µ.

Definition Ut is the relative frailty at time t. The relative frailty variance at time t is

RFV ∗(t) = var(Ut|T > t) =
var(U |T > t)

E(U |T > t)2
. (1)

�

The relative frailty variance thus describes the heterogeneity of survivors at time t.

Equivalently, RFV ∗(t) is the square of the coefficient of variation of U conditional on

T > t. Suppose now that U has distribution function F (u) and Laplace transform

L(s) = E(e−sU) =

∫ ∞
0

e−sudF (u).

It is sometimes more convenient to work with the cumulant generating function of U ,

K(s) = logL(−s).
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Let

Λ(t) =

∫ t

0

λ(s)ds

be the cumulative baseline hazard at time t. The baseline hazard λ(t) and cumulative

baseline hazard Λ(t) are determined up to the multiplicative constant µ, the frailty mean.

In what follows, we shall also require the absolute baseline hazard λa(t) = µλ(t) and the

absolute cumulative baseline hazard Λa(t) = µΛ(t) (note that these are not the same as

the population hazard and cumulative hazard).

The Laplace transform of the distribution of U in survivors at time t is L(s+Λ(t))/L(Λ(t))

(Aalen et al. 2008, page 243), from which it follows that E(U |T > t) = K ′(−Λ(t)) and

var(U |T > t) = K ′′(−Λ(t)). Hence

RFV ∗(t) =
K ′′(−Λ(t))

K ′(−Λ(t))2
=
K ′′(−Λa(t)/µ)

K ′(−Λa(t)/µ)2
. (2)

Note that RFV ∗(t) depends on t only through Λa(t), and thus may be characterized

independently of the baseline hazard function by rescaling the time axis.

Definition Let U be as above. The (scaled) relative frailty variance is the function

RFV (s) =
var(U |T > Λ−1

a (s))

E(U |T > Λ−1
a (s))2

,

where s ≥ 0 belongs to the image set {Λa(t) : t ∈ (0,∞)}. �

From (2), it follows that the scaled relative variance function does not depend on the

baseline hazard, and may be written

RFV (s) =
K ′′(−s/µ)

K ′(−s/µ)2
. (3)

The scaled relative variance function is a feature solely of the frailty U . The absolute

cumulative baseline hazard can be thought of as determining the application-specific time

scale according to which the selection process takes place. From now on we refer to both

RFV (s) and RFV ∗(t) as ‘the’ relative frailty variance, stating explicitly whether it is

rescaled only if required for clarity.

2.2 The relative frailty variance and the cross-ratio function

Frailty distributions are generally not identifiable from univariate data, unless strong

parametric assumptions are made about the hazard function. In shared frailty models
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for bivariate survival data, however, the frailty distribution is identifiable through the

cross-ratio function.

Consider the shared frailty model with frailty U and baseline hazards λj(t) for j = 1, 2

defined by

λj(t;U) = Uλj(t).

The joint survivor function is

S(t1, t2) = E
(

exp
(
− U{Λ1(t1) + Λ2(t2)}

))
,

where Λj(t) =
∫ t

0
λj(s)ds are the cumulative hazards, j = 1, 2. The cross-ratio function,

introduced by Clayton (1978) and studied by Oakes (1989), is defined as follows.

Definition The cross-ratio function at (t1, t2) is

θ∗(t1, t2) =
S(t1, t2)S12(t1, t2)

S1(t1, t2)S2(t1, t2)
, (4)

where

Sj(t1, t2) =
∂S(t1, t2)

∂tj
, j = 1, 2, S12(t1, t2) =

∂2S(t1, t2)

∂t1∂t2
.

�

The cross-ratio function provides a convenient measure of local association for bivariate

survival data. Since

S(t1, t2) = exp
{
K
(
− Λ1(t1)− Λ2(t2)

)}
it follows that

θ∗(t1, t2) = 1 +RFV (Λa1(t1) + Λa2(t2)), (5)

where Λa1(t) = µΛ1(t1) and Λa2(t) = µΛ2(t2) are the absolute baseline hazards. The

relationship (5) is implicit in Anderson et al. (1992). Oakes (1989) showed that in

Archimedean copulas (which include shared frailty models) the cross-ratio function de-

pends on (t1, t2) only through some function of the joint survivor function S(t1, t2). Equa-

tion (5) shows that, in shared frailty models, it can also be expressed solely in terms of

the sum of the absolute cumulative baseline hazards, Λa1(t1) + Λa2(t2). Thus we can set

s = Λa1(t1) + Λa2(t2), and define

θ(s) = θ∗(t1, t2).
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The connection between the relative frailty variance and the cross-ratio function is

summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Suppose that the frailty U has mean µ and relative variance function

RFV (s). In a shared frailty model with frailty U and baseline cumulative hazards Λj(t),

j = 1, 2, the cross-ratio function θ∗(t1, t2) depends only on t1 and t2 through the sum of

the absolute cumulative baseline hazards Λaj(t) = µΛj(t) with

θ(s) = 1 +RFV (s), (6)

where s = Λa1(t1) + Λa2(t2) and θ(s) = θ∗(t1, t2). �

When bivariate data are thought to arise from a shared frailty model, diagnostic plots

based on the cross-ratio function may be used to suggest an appropriate frailty distribution

(Viswanathan and Manatunga 2001, Duchateau and Janssen 2008). However, hitherto

interest has focused largely on whether the cross-ratio function (and hence the relative

frailty variance) is constant, suggesting a Gamma frailty, or decreases, perhaps suggesting

an inverse Gaussian or other Hougaard frailties. In fact, the relative frailty variance

function can take much more diverse profiles.

3 Functional form of the relative frailty variance

3.1 A characterization of relative frailty variance functions

Equation (3) expresses the relative frailty variance in terms of the cumulant generating

function of the frailty distribution. Suppose now that a(s) is an arbitrary non-negative

function on [0,∞). When is a(s) the relative variance function of some frailty distribution,

and what is this distribution?

We begin with the following inversion theorem, obtained by solving the differential

equation (3). The result can be verified directly by differentiation.

Proposition 2 Suppose that U is a frailty with mean E(U) = µ and Laplace transform

L(s) defined and twice differentiable on (0,∞). Let a(s) be a non-negative integrable

function defined on [0,∞). Then the relative frailty variance function of U , RFV (s),
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equals a(s) if and only if

L(s) = exp
(
−
∫ µs

0

1

1 + A(t)
dt
)
, (7)

where A(t) =
∫ t

0
a(s)ds. �

The relative frailty variance function only determines the frailty distribution, via its

Laplace transform, up to its mean µ. Relative frailty variance functions thus partition

the space of frailty distributions into equivalence classes.

Let η(t) denote the population hazard. Note that the population survivor function

S(t) = exp
(
−
∫ t

0

η(s)ds
)

is equal to L(Λ(t)). Thus, changing variables in (7) from s to Λ(t) yields the following

corollary.

Proposition 3 Suppose that U is a frailty with mean µ and relative frailty variance

a(s), and that the absolute baseline hazard is λa(t). Then the population hazard is

η(t) =
λa(t)

1 + A(Λa(t))
, (8)

where A(t) =
∫ t

0
a(s)ds and Λa(t) =

∫ t
0
λa(s)ds. �

Expression (8) generalizes to arbitrary frailties the expression for the population haz-

ard of a Gamma frailty of unit mean (Aalen et al. (2008), page 237).

Proposition 2 yields only a partial answer to the question ‘which functions a(s) are

relative frailty variances’, in the sense that some functions a(s) yield an L(s) in (7) that

is not a Laplace transform. One such example, to be described in Subsection 3.2, is

a(s) = γeαs, where γ > 0 and α > γ + 1.

The next result provides necessary and sufficient conditions on a(s) to be the relative

frailty variance of a frailty distribution.

Proposition 4 A non-negative, integrable function a(s) is the relative variance func-

tion of a frailty if and only if it is infinitely differentiable and

∀n ≥ 1 ∀s > 0 (−1)nD(n)(s) ≥ 0, (9)

where the D(n)(s) are defined recursively by

D(1)(s) = −(1 + A(s))−1,

D(n+1)(s) = D(1)(s)D(n)(s) +
dD(n)(s)

ds
, (10)
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with A(s) =
∫ s

0
a(t)dt. �

This characterization theorem follows immediately from Proposition 2 (with µ = 1)

and Bernstein’s Theorem (Feller (1966), page 415) applied to L(s) in expression (7) and

the fact that L(0) = 1. Note that many variants of the recursive relations (10) are possible;

we have not found any to be very useful in practical applications so have given one which

is concisely stated.

3.2 Families of frailties characterized by their relative frailty
variance functions

A natural way to characterize families of frailties is by choosing a simple yet flexible

parametric family of functions a(s) ≥ 0 and studying the properties of the resulting

frailty distributions.

Example 1: The power variance family

Frailty distributions in the power variance family (Hougaard 2000, Aalen et al. 2008)

have relative frailty variances of the form

a(s) =
α + 1

ν

(
1 +

s

ν

)α
, ν > 0, α > −1. (11)

For these functions, 1 + A(s) = (1 + s/ν)α+1 and the resulting Laplace transform (for a

frailty of unit mean) is

L(s) = exp
(
− ν

α

{
1−

( ν

ν + s

)α})
, ν > 0, α > −1. (12)

When α = 0 the frailty is Gamma distributed, and when −1 < α < 0 it is a Hougaard

distribution (Hougaard 1986); a special case is the inverse Gaussian, for α = −0.5. When

α > 0 the distribution of the frailty U is compound Poisson with a non-zero probability

that U = 0. The limiting distribution when α → ∞ with α/ν → 1 is the Poisson. The

values α < −1 do not correspond to densities on [0,∞). Figure 1 shows the relative

variance functions of some members of this family.

Example 2: The Addams family

The power variance family stems from a relative variance function with a simple rational

form. An obvious alternative is the family of exponential relative variance functions

a(s) = γeαs, γ > 0, α unrestricted. (13)
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Figure 1: Relative frailty variance functions from the PVF (full lines) and Addams

(dashed lines) families. The PVF lines are, from top to bottom, α = 5, 1, 0,−0.5,−0.9

and ν = α + 1. The Addams lines are chosen to intersect the PVF lines at s = 0 and

s = 1.

Then, 1 + A(s) = α−1{α− γ + γeαs} and so, by Proposition 2 with µ = 1,

L(s) =
{(

1− γ

α

)
e−αs +

γ

α

} 1
α−γ

, for α 6= γ, α 6= 0,

= exp
{1

γ
(e−γs − 1)

}
, for α = γ,

= (1 + γs)−
1
γ , for α = 0. (14)

We now describe the distributions (with unit mean) corresponding to different values

of α, for fixed γ > 0.
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Case 1. γ > 0 > α. In this case

L(s) =
( −α/(γ − α)

1−
(
1 + α

γ−α

)
eαs

) 1
γ−α × e

αs
γ−α ,

which is the Laplace transform of the sum of two independent random variables: −α

times the negative binomial NB
(
ν = 1

γ−α , p = −α
γ−α

)
, and the degenerate (i.e. point mass)

distribution at −α/(γ−α). Thus, this distribution is −α times a negative binomial shifted

by (γ −α)−1. In this case the frailty distribution has lower terminal > 0, which increases

towards 1 as α tends to −∞.

Case 2. γ > α = 0. The frailty distribution is Gamma with mean 1 and variance γ−1.

Case 3. γ > α > 0. In this case

L(s) =
( α/γ

1−
(
1− α

γ

)
e−αs

) 1
γ−α

,

which is the Laplace transform of α times the negative binomial variable NB
(
ν = 1

γ−α , p =

α
γ

)
. The relative frailty variance function RFV (s) = γ exp(αs) is increasing, as with all

cases where α > 0.

Case 4. α = γ > 0. L(s) is the Laplace transform of α times the Poisson P (α−1).

Thus when α = γ = 1, the distribution is Poisson.

Case 5. α > γ > 0. Not all values of α result in a Laplace transform. The charac-

terization of Proposition 4 is of little help in establishing which values of α correspond to

probability distributions. Instead we use the fact that the function

L(s) = (1− p+ pe−as)b,

where a > 0, b > 0 and 0 < p < 1, is the Laplace transform of a random variable if and

only if b is a positive integer, in which case the random variable is the scaled binomial

a × B(b, p) on {0, a, 2a, 3a, ..., ba}. This follows from an adaptation of the argument in

Kemp (1979).

In our case, p = (α − γ)/α, a = α and b = (α − γ)−1. Thus, L(s) is a Laplace

transform if and only if α − γ = n−1 for integer n, in which case L(s) is the Laplace

transform of α times the binomial B
(
n, (nα)−1

)
. When n = 1, the frailty reduces to a

two-point distribution. Figure 1 shows some examples of relative variance functions from

the Addams family, superimposed on those of the power variance function family.
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The distributions within this family are somewhat eccentric, whence the name we

chose for it. Nevertheless, in some areas of application, discrete frailty distributions may

be appropriate. One such area is infectious diseases transmitted by sexual contact, in

which heterogeneity could be represented by number of sexual partners. The Gamma

distribution is the only continuous density within this family, and in the present context

can be regarded as the limit of a sequence of discrete distributions with increasing number

of distinct frailty classes. It is convenient to include it in any family, as it is the only

distribution yielding a constant relative frailty variance, and thus plays the role of reference

distribution.

4 Homogeneous families of frailty distributions

For modelling purposes, the decision to use a continuous or discrete distribution, or a

mixed distribution with a single atom at zero, should arguably be based on subject-matter

knowledge. For example, Aalen and Tretli (1999) make a case for using the compound

Poisson distribution based on an understanding of the underlying biology of testicular

cancer. Moreover, Figure 1 suggests that the shapes of the relative frailty variance func-

tions can be similar for distinct families, which are thus unlikely to be identifiable from

data.

The decision as to whether the relative frailty variance should increase or decrease,

however, can in some circumstances be based on data, for example from shared frailty

models. In this situation it would be convenient to have at one’s disposal families of

densities which are all discrete (with the Gamma as a limiting case), or all continuous,

or all with an atom at zero, but allow for a range of different increasing and decreasing

relative variance functions.

The Addams family is homogeneous in the sense described. However, the power vari-

ance family shows that it is not possible to guarantee such homogeneity when starting from

a parametric form for the relative variance function. A different approach to obtaining

homogeneous families of continuous frailties is required.
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4.1 Tilting the Gamma density

The derivative of the relative frailty variance function, obtained from (3), is

RFV ′(s) =
1

µ

{
− K ′′′(−s/µ)

K ′(−s/µ)2
+ 2

K ′′(−s/µ)2

K ′(−s/µ)3

}
,

where µ is the frailty mean. Thus RFV (s) is monotone increasing if and only if

∀s > 0 K ′′′(−s/µ) < 2
K ′′(−s/µ)2

K ′(−s/µ)
. (15)

It is monotone decreasing if and only if the above inequality is reversed. Provided that

the required moments exist, a necessary condition for monotonicity may be obtained by

substituting s = 0 in (15). Thus if RFV (s) is increasing, then

ρ3 < 2
(σ
µ

)2

,

where σ2 is the variance of the frailty and ρ3 is its third central moment. The Gamma

distribution satisfies ρ3 = 2(σ/µ)2. Thus, if a frailty distribution is to have a monotone

increasing (decreasing) relative frailty variance, it must be less (more) skewed than the

Gamma with the same mean and variance.

This suggests that one way to create a family of frailty densities which includes mem-

bers with increasing and decreasing relative frailty variances is to introduce a tilting factor

into a Gamma density to alter its skewness. We therefore consider densities of the form

f(u;α, ζ, ν) =
uα−1e−νut(u; ζ)

I(α, ζ, ν)
, u, ν > 0, (16)

where t(u; ζ) > 0 is continuous and monotone and

I(α, ζ, ν) =

∫ ∞
0

uα−1e−νut(u; ζ)du

is the normalizing constant. The density of the relative frailty, conditional on T > t,

belongs to the same family, with

f(u|T > t;α, ζ, ν) =
uα−1e−(ν+Λ(t))ut(u; ζ)

I(α, ζ, ν + Λ(t))
. (17)

Densities of the form (16), also considered by Hougaard (1984), have both s and

log(s) as canonical statistics. It follows that the Laplace transform, the positive moments
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and the relative frailty variance can be expressed in terms of the normalizing function

I(α, ζ, ν). Specifically,

L(s) =
I(α, ζ, ν + s)

I(α, ζ, ν)
,

E(Uk) =
I(α + k, ζ, ν)

I(α, ζ, ν)
,

RFV (s) =
I(α + 2, ζ, ν + s/µ)I(α, ζ, ν + s/µ)

I(α + 1, ζ, ν + s/µ)2
− 1, (18)

where µ = E(U). This feature greatly simplifies computations. An interesting property of

such families of densities is that, in some circumstances, their relative variance functions

converge to a positive asymptote.

Proposition 5 Suppose that a frailty U with density as described in equation (16)

which is obtained by tilting a Gamma density with a monotone function t(u; ζ) such that

lim
u→0

t(u; ζ) = c(ζ),

where c(ζ) > 0 is a (finite) constant. Then the relative frailty variance RFV (s) tends to

α−1 as s→∞. �

This asymptotic behaviour distinguishes these frailty distributions from all so far men-

tioned (other than the Gamma).

4.2 Two tilted Gamma densities

We describe two families obtained by tilting the Gamma density using a two-parameter

tilting function t(u; ζ) with ζ = (β, δ).

Example 3: The Kummer family

This family of densities was introduced into the frailty literature by Aalen et al. (2008),

page 286, who specifically recommend it for use in shared frailty models. The density is

f(u;α, β, δ, ν) =
δβ−α

Γ(α)U(α, α− β + 1, νδ)
uα−1 exp(−νu)(δ + u)−β, u > 0, (19)

where α, ν, δ > 0 and β is unrestricted. The function U(a, b, z) is the confluent hypergeo-

metric function of the second kind, or Kummer function, with the integral representation

Γ(a)U(a, b, z) =

∫ ∞
0

e−ztta−1(1 + t)b−a−1dt
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for a, z positive (Abramovitz and Stegun (1972), section 13.2.5). The Laplace transform

of the Kummer density is

L(s) =
U(α, α− β + 1, (s+ ν)δ)

U(α, α− β + 1, νδ)
.

Limiting cases of this distribution include the Beta distribution of the second kind and

the Pareto distribution; see Aalen et al. (2008) for details.

When β = 0, the Kummer density reduces to the Gamma, with constant relative

variance function RFV (s) = α−1. When β < 0, RFV (s) is monotone increasing while

when β > 0 RFV (s) is monotone decreasing. By Proposition 5, in each case RFV (s)

tends to the asymptote α−1. For given β, changing δ alters the shape of the relative

variance function but not its direction. Figure 2 shows some examples of relative frailty

variance functions from this family.

Example 4: The extended generalized Gamma and inverse Gaussian (Egg)

family

The Kummer family is obtained by tilting the Gamma density using a rational function.

An alternative is to use an exponential tilting function. This gives rise to the density

f(u;α, β, δ, ν) =
uα−1e−νue−δu

β

I(α, β, δ, ν)
, u > 0, (20)

where α, β, δ, ν > 0. When β = 1 the density reduces to the Gamma. For 0 < β < 1, the

relative frailty variance RFV (s) decreases, whereas for β > 1 it increases. By Proposition

5, in each case RFV (s) tends towards the asymptote α−1. The densities (20) include the

generalized Gamma, corresponding to the case ν = 0 (Johnson et al. (1994), page 388,

Balakrishnan and Peng (2006), Aalen et al. (2008), page 285).

This family has a second branch, with α unrestricted, β < 0, and δ, ν > 0. When

β = 0 the density again reduces to the Gamma provided that α > 0. This branch of

the family includes the generalized inverse Gaussian, corresponding to the case β = −1

(Johnson et al. (1994), page 284) and is thus an extended generalized inverse Gaussian

family.

The family as a whole is referred to as the Egg family, the extended generalized Gamma

being its first branch and the extended generalized inverse Gaussian its second branch.
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Figure 2: Relative frailty variance functions from the Kummer family. All lines have

α = 0.2. From top to bottom, (β, δ, ν) equal: (1, 0.01, 0.01), (1, 0.3, 0.01), (0, 0.05, 1),

(−1, 0.3, 1), and (−1, 0.15, 1).

The Egg family includes a wide range of distributions, notably the Gamma, the inverse

Gaussian, the reciprocal Gamma, the truncated Normal, the Weibull and, in the limit

as α → ∞, the Lognormal distributions. The following proposition establishes that the

family is well-defined.

Proposition 6 Both branches of the Egg family are well-defined with finite positive

moments. �

The next proposition describes the behaviour of RFV (s) for the second branch as

s→∞.

Proposition 7 The relative frailty variance RFV (s) for the second branch of the Egg
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family declines to zero as s→∞. �

Figure 3 shows some examples of relative frailty variance functions from this family.
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Figure 3: Relative frailty variance functions from the Egg family. (a): First branch

with α = 0.2 and ν = 0.6. From top to bottom, (β, δ) equal: (0.7, 0.8), (0.7, 0.2), (1, 2),

(2, 0.1) and (2, 2). (b): Second branch with ν = 0.6. From top to bottom, (α, β, δ) equal:

(−2,−0.3, 3), (−2,−0.5, 2) and (2,−3, 1).

4.3 Scaling the Kummer and Egg families

In practical applications, it is convenient to work with frailties of unit mean, so as to

separate the frailty model from the model for the baseline hazards. The Kummer and

Egg families may be reparameterized to include a scale parameter which can then be used

to constrain the mean to be one.
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We begin with the Kummer density. Setting θ = δ and λ = νδ, the density (19) may

be expressed as

f(u;α, β, θ, λ) =
θ−1

Γ(α)U(α, α− β + 1, λ)
(u/θ)α−1e−λ(u/θ)(1 + (u/θ))−β.

It follows that

E(U) = θ × αU(α + 1, α− β + 2, λ)

U(α, α− β + 1, λ)
.

Hence, restricting θ to equal

θ =
U(α, α− β + 1, λ)

αU(α + 1, α− β + 2, λ)

will ensure that the frailty has unit mean.

A similar trick is possible with both branches of the Egg family. Setting θ = δ−1/β

and λ = νδ−1/β, the density (20) may be expressed as

f(u;α, β, θ, λ) =
(u/θ)α−1e−λ(u/θ)e−(u/θ)β

I∗(α, β, θ, λ)
,

where

I∗(α, β, θ, λ) =

∫ ∞
0

(u/θ)α−1e−λ(u/θ)e−(u/θ)βdu

is the normalizing constant. It is easily seen that

I∗(α, β, θ, λ) = θI∗(α, β, 1, λ)

and that

E(U) = θ × I∗(α + 1, β, 1, λ)

I∗(α, β, 1, λ)
,

from which it follows that the frailty has unit mean provided that

θ =
I∗(α, β, 1, λ)

I∗(α + 1, β, 1, λ)
.

Note that the reparameterization of the Kummer family can be expressed in the same

way, with, in this case,

I∗(α, β, θ, λ) = θΓ(α)U(α, α− β + 1, λ).

For both the Kummer and the Egg families, the relative variance function then has the

form

RFV (s) =
I∗(α + 2, β, 1, λ+ sθ)I∗(α, β, 1, λ+ sθ)

I∗(α + 1, β, 1, λ+ sθ)2
− 1,

where θ is the function of (α, β, λ) described above.
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4.4 Mixed frailty models

The power variance family contains mixed distributions, which have an atom at zero and

are continuous elsewhere. Models of this type, which we shall call mixed frailty models,

are important as they represent a situation in which a proportion of individuals are not

susceptible, and thus comprise a subset of the wider class of cure models (Aalen et al.

(2008), page 244). However, the compound Poisson models all have increasing relative

frailty variance. Is it possible to find a family of cure models with decreasing as well as

increasing relative frailty variances?

We show that no such family can exist. Suppose that the frailty U , with mean µ,

has a mixed distribution with P (U = 0) = p and density f(u) for u > 0, with Laplace

transform L∗(s) and mean µ∗. Thus, µ = (1− p)µ∗. The probability p can depend on the

parameters of f(u), as in the compound Poisson models (this is required, for example,

if µ = 1), or not, as in the distribution proposed by Longini and Halloran (1996). The

Laplace transform of U is

L(s) = p+ (1− p)L∗(s)

and so

K(−s/µ) = log{p+ (1− p) exp(K∗(−s/µ))}.

Using expression (3), it follows that the relative frailty variance is

a(s) = {1 + a∗(s/(1− p))}{1 +
p

1− p
L∗(s/µ)−1} − 1,

where a∗(s) is the relative frailty variance corresponding to the frailty with density f(u).

Thus

a(s) ≥ p

1− p
L∗(s/µ)−1,

which tends to ∞ as s→∞. This proves the following proposition.

Proposition 8 Suppose that U is a frailty with non-zero probability p = P (U = 0).

Then the relative frailty variance of U cannot be monotone decreasing on the interval

[a,∞) for any a ≥ 0. �

The relative frailty variance functions for mixed frailty models need not be monotone

increasing: an example with a bathtub shape (thus answering a query in Paik et al.

18



(1994) about the existence of such profiles) is shown in Figure 4, in which the continuous

component is inverse Gaussian. Proposition 8 implies that, if the relative frailty variance

is known to be monotone decreasing, a mixed frailty model is inappropriate. Note that

such models are not the only ones giving rise to frailties with bathtub-shaped relative

frailty variances: these shapes can also arise from continuous frailty distributions, for

example the truncated Cauchy and other Student t distributions.
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Figure 4: Relative frailty variance functions for mixed frailty models with atom p =

P (U = 0) and inverse Gaussian continuous component with ν = 0.1.
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5 Time-varying frailties

So far it has been assumed that the frailty U does not vary over time. Suppose now that

the hazard at time t is

λ(t;U(t)) = U(t)λ(t)

where U(t) is a non-negative stochastic process and λ(t) is a deterministic function. As

in the time-invariant case, one may define the relative frailty Ut in survivors at time t by

Ut =
U(t)

E(U(t)|T > t)
.

Thus the relative frailty variance can be defined as

RFV ∗(t) =
var(U(t)|T > t)

E(U(t)|T > t)2
.

The key difference with the time-invariant case is that there is no longer a canonical time

scale determined solely by the cumulative hazard: calendar time t plays a role as well.

This is illustrated in the following example.

Example 5: Lévy processes

Lévy processes provide a very rich framework in which to model a stochastic hazard

function. Consider the following simple example of such a process with hazard λ(t;U(t)) =

U(t)λ(t) where U(t) is a subordinator with Laplace exponent Φ(z). Using results from

Aalen et al. (2008), pages 440-441, we obtain

RFV ∗(t) =
−
∫ t

0
Φ′′(Λ(t)− Λ(u))du[ ∫ t

0
Φ′(Λ(t)− Λ(u))du

]2 .
Unlike the RFV ∗(t) for time-invariant frailties in (2), it is not possible to rescale the time

axis so as to remove dependence on the baseline hazard λ(t).

In consequence, there is no natural equivalent to the rescaled RFV (s). Nevertheless,

the relative frailty variance RFV ∗(t) remains a useful index of how the heterogeneity of

the population of survivors varies over time, even though selection effects are no longer

the sole cause of this variation.

A simple alternative to modelling the hazard with a stochastic process, while retaining

much flexibility, is to assume that U(t) = g(U1, U2, ..., Uk, t) for some function g which
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may involve parameters to be estimated, where U1,...,Uk are time-invariant frailties of unit

mean. In this model, in which the interpretation of the Uj should preferably be motivated

by subject-matter considerations, the frailties are modulated over time in a deterministic

fashion. For example, consider the additive frailty model

U(t) =
k∑
j=1

hj(t)Uj,
k∑
j=1

hj(t) = 1, 0 ≤ hj(t) ≤ 1, j = 1, . . . , k. (21)

The restrictions on the functions hj(t) ensure that U(t) is non-negative with unit mean.

Suppose that the Uj are independent with Laplace transforms Lj(s). For a baseline hazard

function λ(t), the population survivor function is

S(t) =
k∏
j=1

Lj(Hj(t)),

where Hj(t) =
∫ t

0
hj(s)λ(s).

In bivariate shared frailty models, the relative frailty variance can be extended to the

relative frailty covariance,

RFV ∗(t1, t2) =
cov(U(t1), U(t2)|T1 > t1, T2 > t2)

E(U(t1)|T1 > t1)E(U(t2)|T2 > t2)
,

which reduces to RFV ∗(t) when t1 = t2 = t. However, time-dependent frailty models

are not in general Archimedean, so the cross-ratio function θ∗(t1, t2) cannot generally be

expressed as a function of S(t1, t2) (Oakes 1989). In consequence, there is no general

relationship between θ∗(t1, t2) and RFV ∗(t1, t2). In one important special case of the

additive model, however, such a relationship exists.

Example 6: Piecewise Gamma frailty

Paik et al. (1994) proposed a piecewise frailty model with a nested structure. Ignoring

the nesting, the model is piecewise Gamma on disjoint intervals Ij = (tj−1, tj]. Thus

U(t) =
k∑
j=1

UjIj(t),

where the Uj are independent Gamma variables with unit mean and variance γ−1
j , and

Ij(t) = 1 if and only if t ∈ Ij. In this model,

θ∗(t1, t2) = 1 +RFV ∗(t1, t2),
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and

RFV ∗(t1, t2) = γ−1
j if t1 and t2 belong to the same interval Ij,

= 0 otherwise.

Thus, in this specific example the cross-ratio function and the relative frailty (co)variance

remain closely related.

An alternative to the additive model (21) is the multiplicative model

U(t) =
k∏
j=1

(1 + (Uj − 1)hj(t)), 0 ≤ hj(t) ≤ 1, j = 1, . . . , k. (22)

This model compounds the frailties in a manner which may in some settings be more

natural than its additive counterpart. However, neither the additive model (21) nor the

multiplicative model (22) have simple expressions for the relative frailty variance, which

involve an interplay between selection effects and temporal effects. This relationship is

elucidated in the following simple case.

Example 7: A simple time-varying frailty model

Suppose that

U(t) = 1 + (U − 1)h(t),

where U is a time invariant frailty of unit mean and 0 ≤ h(t) ≤ 1. This model is a special

case of (21) with k = 2 and var(U2) = 0, and also a special case of (22). The support of

U(t) is contained in (1− h(t),∞).

Let RFV ∗(t) denote the relative frailty variance of U(t), and RFV ∗0 (t) the relative

frailty variance of U . Also, let

µ(t) = E(U |T > t)

be the mean of U in survivors at time t. Direct calculation yields

RFV ∗(t) = RFV ∗0 (t)×
{ h(t)

1 + µ(t)−1(1− h(t))

}2

. (23)

The first term in (23) describes the impact of selection effects induced by U on the relative

frailty variance. The second term depends largely on the modulating effect of h(t). If

RFV ∗(t) is observed to vary with t, then this could be due to the fact that the relative
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frailty variance of U , RFV ∗0 (t), varies with t, or, alternatively, to the fact that h(t) is not

identically 1, or both. Note that if U is Gamma (and hence RFV ∗0 (t) is constant) and h(t)

is non-decreasing, then RFV ∗(t) may still decrease, since µ(t) is a decreasing function.

Time-varying frailty models of the type proposed in (21) and (22) allow great flexibility

in the relative frailty variance. However, as shown in Example 7, the distinct contributions

of selection effects and temporal variation in the frailty are not identifiable from the

relative frailty variance. Subject-matter knowledge, or additional data, are required to

make inferences about their relative contributions.

6 Applications

Serological data are obtained by testing blood serum residues for the presence of antibodies

to one or more infections. For each infection, a positive (negative) test result indicates

prior infection (susceptibility to infection), giving rise to current status data. We illustrate

the methods developed in this paper with two datasets, collected as part of two large

surveys undertaken in the United Kingdom (Osborne et al. 2000).

6.1 Description of the data

Toxoplasma and Helicobacter pylori infections

This survey was undertaken in 1996. A total of 3,632 individuals aged 1-84 years were

tested for antibodies to Toxoplasma and H. pylori infection. Both infections are trans-

mitted by oral ingestion of contaminated matter, and heterogeneity in hygiene levels is

likely to result in association between the two infections. Such heterogeneity is most

appropriately represented by a continuous frailty distribution.

Unkel and Farrington (2010) introduced a new association measure φ for use with

current status data that tracks the relative frailty variance, and which therefore can serve

as a diagnostic tool for suggesting suitable families of frailty distributions. With the

present datasets, the measure φ gives results not dissimilar to the log odds ratio, but is

more readily interpretable.
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Figure 5: Toxoplasma and H. pylori infection data: observed and fitted values of φ by

age (horizontal dashed line at zero: no association).

The LOESS smoother superimposed on the plot of φ̂ in Figure 5 (with plotting symbols

proportional to the precisions) suggests that the heterogeneity in the survivor population

may be decreasing towards a positive asymptote. This could be due to a selection effect

caused by a time-invariant frailty model, or to temporal variation of the frailty itself.

With respect to the former, the data could be represented by a shared frailty model with

the frailty either being Kummer distributed with β > 0, or Egg (branch 1) distributed

with α > 0 and 0 < β < 1.
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Parvovirus B19 and Cytomegalovirus infections

This survey was undertaken in 1991. A total of 1331 individuals aged 1-96 years were

tested for antibodies to B19 and CMV infection. As the data are sparse at older ages,

only the 1268 cases aged 1-44 are included in the analysis. B19 is transmitted by the

respiratory route, whereas CMV is transmitted by ingestion of bodily secretions. In

childhood, different transmission routes are confounded to some degree, so correlations

are to be expected at younger ages owing to heterogeneity of individual social contact

intensities. Such heterogeneity is again most appropriately represented by a continuous

frailty distribution.
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Figure 6: B19 and CMV infection data: observed and fitted values of φ by age (horizontal

dashed line at zero: no association).

The LOESS smoother superimposed on the plot of φ̂ in Figure 6 suggests that the
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heterogeneity in the survivor population may be decreasing towards zero. An appropriate

choice for the distribution of the frailty could therefore be a member of the PVF family

with −1 < α < 0, that is, a Hougaard distribution, or the second branch of the Egg

family with α unrestricted and β < 0. Alternatively, a time-varying frailty (with age as

the time line) may be appropriate.

6.2 Fitting frailty models to paired serological survey data

The paired data at each year of age t is multinomial of order four, with index equal

to the number tested for both infections at age t, the four counts being cross-classified

according to infection status at t for the two infections. For some individuals, data on only

one infection were available: in this case the data are binomial. The overall likelihood is

product multinomial, and involves the parameters for the baseline hazards λj(t) (j = 1, 2),

together with those required to specify the frailty. The function nlm in R version 2.12.1

(R Development Core Team 2010) is used to minimise the deviance. The integrate

function is used to evaluate the normalizing constants and hence the Laplace transforms

for members of the Kummer and Egg families. The baseline hazards λj(t) (j = 1, 2) were

parameterized as piecewise constant on age classes chosen on epidemiological grounds.

We investigated sensitivity to the parameterisation of the baseline hazards. Other choices

(including continuous baseline hazards) resulted in worse fits but did not alter the optimal

choices of frailty distributions. All computer code is available upon request.

Toxoplasma and Helicobacter pylori infections

We fitted shared frailty models with the following frailty distributions: Gamma with unit

mean and shape parameter γ, Kummer, and Egg (first branch), both with the reparam-

eterisation described in Subsection 4.3, and the time-varying multiplicative model pre-

sented in equation (22) with two components Uj (j = 1, 2). For this last model, U1 and

U2 are independent Gamma variables with unit mean and shape γ1 and γ2, respectively,

h1(t) = exp(−(t/ρ)2), where ρ is an unknown constant, and h2(t) = 1. The rationale for

this model is that the first component represents transient heterogeneity in childhood and

the second represents persistent heterogeneity due to differences in hygiene in adulthood.
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The baseline hazards were modelled with eight age classes. Results of the analyses are

given in Table 1.

Table 1: Results for Toxoplasma and H. pylori infection data.

Frailty density
Model Frailty distribution parameter estimates deviance df p-value AIC

1a Gamma γ̂ = 2.2091 412.0591 366 .0484 8504.62

α̂ = 5.4375
2a Kummer β̂ = 6.5920 408.1992 364 .0547 8504.76

λ̂ = 0.3578

α̂ = 2.5865
3a Egg 1st branch β̂ = 0.5936 408.5725 364 .0533 8505.13

λ̂ = 0.5124

2-component γ̂1 = 0.0093
4a multiplicative ρ̂ = 2.1540 393.2316 364 .1400 8489.79

double Gamma γ̂2 = 2.9230

The lowest deviance and lowest AIC are obtained with the time-varying 2-component

multiplicative double Gamma model (model 4a). At any given age t, let (s00, s01, s10, s11)

denote the observed vector of proportions for the paired data, where s00 denote the propor-

tion of individuals susceptible to both infections, s01 denote the proportion of individuals

uninfected by infection 1 but previously infected by infection 2, and so on. Figure 7 shows

the observed proportions together with the fitted proportions (f00, f01, f10, f11) super-

imposed. Only the lines corresponding to the highest and lowest deviances are presented;

these lines are virtually indistinguishable.

The plot provides no guidance on how well the models match the observed association

pattern. This is best achieved by comparing the observed and fitted values of the associa-

tion measure φ in Figure 5. This shows that none of the time-invariant frailty models with

positive asymptotes are sufficiently flexible to give a good fit to the observed association

pattern. The fitted curve that most closely resembles the observed pattern corresponds

to the time-varying frailty model.

The observed pattern may also be consistent with heterogeneity declining slowly to
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Figure 7: Toxoplasma and H. pylori infection data: observed (circles) and fitted values

by age.

zero, beyond the range of the data. To investigate this possibility we also fitted PVF and

Egg branch 2 models. The PVF model provided an acceptable fit (deviance 402.4101 on

365 d.f., AIC 8496.97) but the Egg branch 2 model did not (deviance 411.1689 on 364

d.f., AIC 8507.73). Overall, the best model is the 2-component time-varying model.

Parvovirus B19 and Cytomegalovirus infections

As with the previous example, the baseline hazards are parameterized by means of a

piecewise constant model. Since the data only comprise ages 1-44, five age classes are

used. Both the Hougaard and Egg branch 2 families include the inverse Gaussian, so

the data are fitted first by a shared inverse Gaussian frailty model with unit mean and
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variance γ−1. We also fitted PVF and Egg branch 2 models, and the 1-component time-

varying frailty model described in Example 7, in which the single frailty U is Gamma

distributed with unit mean and variance γ−1, and h(t) = exp{−(t/ρ)2}. In this setting,

the single latent variable U represents transient heterogeneities in childhood. Table 2

summarizes the results.

Table 2: Results for B19 and CMV infection data.

Frailty density
Model Frailty distribution parameter estimates deviance df p-value AIC

1b inverse Gaussian γ̂ = 5.4696 244.7048 209 .0457 8739.09

2b PVF α̂ = −0.8938 232.9842 208 .1129 8729.37
ν̂ = 1.1644× 10−12

α̂ = −1.6981
3b Egg 2nd branch β̂ = −161.3055 238.6739 207 .0648 8737.06

λ̂ = 0.0025

4b 1-component γ̂ = 0.1434 230.5422 208 .1357 8726.93
Gamma ρ̂ = 4.1778

The best model in terms both of the deviance and the AIC is the time-varying 1-

component Gamma model (model 4b). The results for model 2b indicate that the PVF

model is being optimized close to the boundary of the parameter space, where α = −1

and ν = 0. There is an identifiability issue in this region: it is difficult to obtain reliable

estimates of ν and the baseline hazards separately. The results for model 3b indicate that

the fitted density is close to the limiting distribution obtained when α < −1 and β →∞

and λ → 0, namely the Pareto distribution with shape parameter −α on the interval

[1 + α−1,∞).

Figure 6 shows the observed and fitted association patterns for models 1b-4b. As

before, the marginal plots of observed and fitted values (not shown) are far less sensitive

to the choice of frailty model than the plot of the association measure. For completeness,

we also fitted Kummer and Egg branch 1 models; neither provided good fits (deviances in

excess of 244.8 both on 207 d.f., AIC in excess of 8743). Overall, the best fit is provided

by the 1-component time-varying model.
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7 Final comments

This paper has focused on the relative frailty variance as a tool for identifying, classifying,

and generating new frailty models. While many of the results apply to univariate frailty

models, the methods come into their own as tools for data analysis in the context of shared

frailty models, for which the frailty is, in principle, identifiable through its relationship

with the cross-ratio function. While we have only considered bivariate survival data, the

methods could be applied to pairwise investigations in higher dimensional settings, as a

prelude to fitting more ambitious models.

A major theme of the paper has been to identify what shapes of relative frailty vari-

ances are possible. While we have suggested some new families of frailty distributions, the

applications demonstrate that more work is needed to obtain further frailty distributions

with more flexible relative variance functions, particularly with non-zero asymptotes.

For inference, we propose using homogeneous families of frailties, the choice between

families of continuous, mixed and discrete models best being left to subject-matter con-

siderations, if possible. The identification of frailty models, nevertheless, remains a tricky

problem. Our methods provide no guidance on whether patterns exhibited by the relative

frailty variance result from selection processes underpinned by a time-invariant frailty, or

from temporal variation of the frailty variance itself. Nevertheless, exploring the possible

patterns consistent with the first explanation may, we believe, help to throw light on the

plausibility of the second.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 5. Using the transformation y = (ν + s)u gives, for k ≥ 0,

I(α + k, ζ, ν + s) =
1

(ν + s)α+k

∫ ∞
0

yα+k−1e−yt
( y

ν + s
; ζ)dy

→ c(ζ)Γ(α + k)

(ν + s)α+k
as s→∞,

by the monotone convergence theorem and the fact the t is monotone. Hence

RFV (s) =
I(α + 2, ζ, ν + s/µ)I(α, ζ, ν + s/µ)

I(α + 1, ζ, ν + s/µ)2
− 1

→ Γ(α + 2)Γ(α)

Γ(α + 1)2
− 1 as s→∞

=
1

α
.

Proof of Proposition 6. Let g(u) = uα−1e−νu exp−δuβ. We show that I(α, β, δ, ν) =∫∞
0
g(u)du is finite for the stated parameter ranges.

(i) For α > 0, g(u) is dominated by uα−1e−νu and so is integrable.

(ii) For α < 0 and β < 0,∫ ∞
0

g(u)du ≤
∫ ∞

0

uα−1 exp−δuβdu

=
1

−β

∫ ∞
0

v
α
β
−1e−δvdv, substituting v = uβ,

and this is finite since α/β > 0.

(iii) For α = 0 and β < 0, the integral of g(u) is dominated by those in (ii) for 0 < u < 1

and by those in (i) for 1 ≤ u <∞.

Since I(α, β, δ, ν) <∞ for all α, I(α+k, β, δ, ν) <∞ for all k ≥ 0, so all positive moments

are finite.

Proof of Proposition 7. Suppose that β < 0. Let

f(u) = log g(u) = (α− 1) log(u)− νu− δuβ

and let u0 be its maximum. This is the solution of

νu1−β − (α− 1)u−β + δβ = 0.
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The solution has the form

u0 =
(
− δβ

ν

) 1
1−β {1 + o(1)},

where o(1) denotes a quantity tending to zero as ν → ∞. The Laplace approximation,

for large ν, to the integral I(α, β, δ, ν) =
∫∞

0
ef(u)du is obtained by expanding f(u) about

u0 to second order:

f(u) ' f(u0)− (u− u0)2

2σ2
0

,

where

σ2
0 = − 1

f ′′(u0)

=
u2

0

(α− 1) + δβ(β − 1)uβ0
.

The Laplace approximation works in spite of the fact that u0 → 0 because (u0/σ0)2 →∞

as ν →∞, yielding

I(α, β, δ, ν) '
√

2πσ2
0 exp(f(u0))

= uα0 ×
√

2π(σ0/u0)2 × e−νu0−δu
β
0 .

As ν →∞,

u0 '
(
− δβ

ν

) 1
1−β

and

σ2
0 '

u2−β
0

δβ(β − 1)
.

It follows that, for large ν, the integral I(α, β, δ, ν) is approximated to first order in ν−1

by

I(α, β, δ, ν) '
(
− δβ

ν

) α
1−β

R(β, δ, ν),

where the function R does not involve α. Thus as s→∞,

I(α + k, β, δ, ν + s)→
(
− δβ

ν + s

)α+k
1−β

R(β, δ, ν + s),

and so, from (18), RFV (s)→ 0 as s→∞.
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